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1. CM’s Relevant Responsibility on 
Ladder Safety



Construction Sites (Safety) Regulations R. 38A
(1) Without prejudice to the other provisions of this Part, the contractor 
responsible for any construction site shall, so far as reasonably practicable -
(a) identify the hazardous conditions of persons working at a height in the 
construction site;
(b) rectify any hazardous conditions of persons working at a height in the 
construction site; and
(c) safeguard any person working at a height in the construction site against all 
hazardous conditions.
(2) The contractor responsible for any construction site shall ensure that, so far 
as is reasonably practicable, suitable and adequate safe access to and egress 
from every place of work on the site is provided and properly maintained.
(3) Subject to paragraph (4), the contractor responsible for any construction site 
shall take suitable and adequate steps to ensure that, so far as is reasonably 
practicable, no person gains access to any place on the site where any hazardous 
conditions are present.
(4) Paragraph (3) shall not apply in relation to a person engaged in work for the 
purpose of rectifying any hazardous conditions if all reasonably practicable steps 
have been taken to ensure the safety of that person whilst engaged in that work. 



Construction Sites (Safety) Regulations R. 38B
(1) Subject to paragraphs (2), (3) and (4), the contractor
responsible for any construction site shall take adequate steps to
prevent any person on the site from falling from a height of 2
metres or more.
(1A) Subject to paragraphs (2), (3) and (4), any contractor who has
direct control over any construction work shall take adequate steps
to prevent any person on any place where the construction work is
being carried out from falling from a height of 2 metres or more.
(2) For the purpose of paragraphs (1) and (1A), "adequate steps"
shall include the provision, use and maintenance of one or more of
the following-
(a) working platforms;
(b) guard-rails, barriers, toe-boards and fences;
(c) coverings for openings;
(d) gangways and runs.



Construction Sites (Safety) Regulations R. 38C
Where work cannot be safely done on or from

the ground or from part of a permanent
structure, the contractor responsible for the
construction site concerned and any
contractor who has direct control over the
work shall provide, and ensure the use of a
scaffold, ladder or other means of support,
all of which shall be safe for the purpose,
having regard to the work to be done.



Construction Sites (Safety) Regulations R. 38D
The contractor responsible for any scaffold, ladder or 
other means of support referred to in regulation 38C 
and any contractor who has direct control over any 
work which involves the use of the scaffold, ladder, or 
other means of support shall ensure that it shall not be 
used unless it is-
(a) so designed & constructed that it does not collapse, 
overturn or move accidentally;
(b) of suitable and sound materials of sufficient strength 
& capacity for the purpose for which it is to be used; &
(c) properly maintained & every part thereof kept so 
securely supported or suspended as to ensure, so far as 
is reasonably practicable, that it is stable.



As Construction Manager (PM /
Site Agent), your safety
responsibility cannot be delegated
to your subcontractor or your own
engineer / foreman / safety officer.
You are either the contractor
responsible for the site or the one
having direct control over any
work involving the use of a ladder



Ensure Use of Ladder
fulfills Labour
Department’s
Requirement, e.g.
Ladders should only
be used for access &
egress & work of a
very short duration.
Where working at
height is necessary, a
suitable working
platform should be
used.









Key is:-
 Short Duration
 Less than 2m high
If in doubt, consult your RSO, or Safety Consultant



2. A New Approach on Ladder Safety



Q1. Can a stepladder with steps on the
back side accommodate workers to
stand on both sides? And Why?



Q2. How should a stepladder be placed against a wall when used 
for access in cleaning or checking air conditioner?  And Why?

(a)  perpendicular to the wall (b)  parallel to the wall (c) doesn’t matter



Q3. How long should
the top of a straight
ladder protrude above
the landing？

(a) 0.5m
(b) 1m
(c) 1.5m
(d) 2m
(e) Another length

And Why？



Q4. Which is the highest step that 
can be safely stood on when 
working on a straight ladder？
(a) the top step (頂級)
(b) 1 step below top step (第二級)
(c) 2 steps below top step (第三級)
(d) 3 steps below top step (第四級)
(e) Another step (另一級)

And Why?



Q5. How about stepladder.  Which is 
the highest step that can be safely 
stood on when working on a 
stepladder？
(a) the top step (頂級)
(b) 1 step below top step (第二級)
(c) 2 steps below top step (第三級)
(d) 3 steps below top step (第四級)
(e) Another step (另一級)

And Why?



Q6. What is Three Point 
Contact (三點接觸)?



Q7. Which should be held for safe climbing a catladder or straight 
ladder?  And Why?
(a)  rung 梯橫 (b)  stile 梯直 (c)  Either / Both

Point to Note:  All these graphics are from Safety Literature!



Q8. For safe climbing up or down a catladder / straight ladder, 
after the left hand is raised, which foot should be raised？
(a) left foot (b) right foot (c) Either

And Why?



Q9. What is the safe angle of 
erection of a straight ladder 
against a wall？

(a) 63.4o

(b) 70o

(c) 71.6o

(d) 75o

(e) 75.5o

Or what’s the approximate 
Ratio, and Why?



Q10. How about a stepladder？Any safe 
angle or ratio?

(a) No safe angle
(b) 70o

(c) 71.6o

(d) 75o

(e) 75.5o

And Why?



Here are my Suggested Answers



Q1. Can a stepladder with steps on the
back side accommodate workers to
stand on both sides? And Why?



ANSWER to Q1:
Stepladder with Rungs on Both
Sides
Some ladders having rungs on both
sides are so designed for the
purpose of accommodating
workers on both sides at the same
time.





They are called Two-Way Ladders,
Double-Sided Ladders, Dual-
Sided Ladders, Twin Front
Ladders …



Q2. How should a stepladder be placed against a wall when used 
for access in cleaning or checking air conditioner? And Why?

(a)  perpendicular to the wall (b)  parallel to the wall (c) doesn’t matter



Answer to Q2 on Erection of 
Stepladder
Sometimes, to avoid blocking the 
passageway, a stepladder has 
been erected parallel to the wall.  
This would require the worker to 
twist his body when working on 
the stepladder.  Also if he / she is 
using a portable drill to press 
against the wall, the force of 
reaction of the drill may cause 
him to topple off the stepladder.  
The correct method is to erect a 
stepladder perpendicular to & 
abutting the foot of the wall.



NIOSH also considered this an awkward posture





Q3. How long should
the top of a straight
ladder protrude above
the landing？

(a) 0.5m
(b) 1m
(c) 1.5m
(d) 2m
(e) Another length

And Why？



Answer to Q3 on Top of 
Ladder
For a straight ladder used
for access, it is necessary
to have the top of the
ladder protruding about
1‐1.05 m above a landing
place, so that the ladder
will not slip down the
wall during ascent or
descent, and that the
protrusion can act as a
handhold when alighting
the ladder.



Same in British (EN) Standard







OSHA Standard is 3 feet (or 0.9m)



Q4. Which is the highest step that 
can be safely stood on when 
working on a straight ladder？
(a) the top step (頂級)
(b) 1 step below top step (第二級)
(c) 2 steps below top step (第三級)
(d) 3 steps below top step (第四級)
(e) Another step (另一級)
And Why？



Answer to Q4 on Steps to 
be Left
When performing light 
work on a ladder or 
stepladder, it is prudent to 
avoid standing on the top 3 
steps so that the body can 
be leaned against the 
ladder for better stability.

But, Why 3 steps?



Leave 3 steps 
at the top 
protruding out



Can be up to 5 
steps (rungs) or 
1.05m



Leave 5 steps (rungs) or 
1.05m





Q5. How about stepladder.  Which is 
the highest step that can be safely 
stood on when working on a 
stepladder？
(a) the top step (頂級)
(b) 1 step below top step (第二級)
(c) 2 steps below top step (第三級)
(d) 3 steps below top step (第四級)
(e) Another step (另一級)

And Why?



Answer to Q5 on 
Steps to be left on 
top of Stepladder: 
Same.  Leave top 3 
steps for 
Stepladder.  
Reason is to ensure 
a handhold is 
readily available



Unsafe Posture to stay on the top step



Q6. What is Three Point 
Contact (三點接觸)?



Answer to Q6 on
Three Point Contact
Three Point Contact is
commonly understood
as having three of the
limbs of a person in
contact with the
ladder. These three
limbs are either 2
hands & a foot (left or
right), or 1 hand (left
or right) & 2 feet.



However, there are a
lot more concepts that
can be deduced from
Three Point Contact.
These include:
Do not extend the

body, in particular
overreaching one
hand, beyond the
stiles of the ladder





Do not take any tool or material up
or down a ladder, or hold a tool or
material on a ladder.



 Footing a Ladder:
When a person is ascending or descending
a ladder, or temporarily working on a
ladder and another person is holding the
stiles of a ladder on the ground, the person
on the ground should also position one
foot on the bottom rung of the ladder to
effect a Three Point Contact in order to
prevent the ladder from slipping.



 Footing a ladder should be from the front



 So holding stiles to foot a ladder as in the picture is wrong, but
these are from Taiwan & HK Government safety literature!



 According to Queensland
Fire & Rescue Service, a
ladder must be footed by
another fireman before
access



Two feet and the body (belly)



The body part can
be knees or chest



 Advocates of Three-Point-Control disagree with using belly,
stomach, palm as reliable “Contact” against fall.



Q7. Which should be held for safe climbing a catladder or straight 
ladder?  And Why?
(a)  rung 梯橫 (b)  rail / stile 梯直 (c)  Either / Both

Point to Note:  All these graphics are from Safety Literature!



Answer to Q7 on Safe Climbing
Up or Down a Straight Ladder
A lot of safety literature picture
climbers holding on to the rails
/ stiles to maintain three-point-
contact when climbing, such as
OSHA



HK Labour Department Guideline



HK Labour Department Guideline



. Others are
concerned with
losing firm grip
on rungs filled
with mud and
dirt.



Yet some advocate holding onto the rungs to avoid sliding down the stiles, such as HSE



 Research showed that rail climb (holding stiles) will result in greater lateral
hand force which destabilize the climber from the centre of the ladder.





The climber can have
a firmer grip when
the rung instead of
the rails / stiles is held
when climbing a
ladder because if the
stiles are held, the
hand may slip & slide
if the foothold is lost
or missed.



 Three-point control
requires always
gripping a horizontal
rung



Always hold the rungs
unless carrying tool up
a ladder



Always hold the
rungs unless
carrying tool up a
ladder



Traditional Approach: Follow Guidelines
New Approach: 
Use Q&A approach: Questions you might 

not have thought of!
Differentiates between Three-Point 

Control from Three-Point Contact, and 
use more rational (scientific) argument, 
e.g. Leaving top 3 steps; Holding Rung 
not Rails/ Stiles …
Apply new ideas to old concepts, e.g. 

Three-Point Contact



3. A Real Approach on Ladder Safety



Q8. For safe climbing up or down a catladder / straight ladder, 
after the left hand is raised, which foot should be raised？
(a) left foot (b) right foot (c) Either

And Why?



First we have to ask: Is this 3-Point
Contact applicable to Ladder Climbing
(i.e. Always 3 limbs in Contact with the
Ladder)?



HSE
&
OSHA
- Yes



GB7059 on Safety 
Requirements for 
Portable Wooden 
Ladders: Yes



Same for GB12142 on 
Safety Requirements for 
Portable Metal Ladders



Hong Kong Labour
Department - Yes



Consider the
application of
Diagonal Climbing
Gait to Ladder
Climbing with three
point contact:-
The CG of this
person ascending
with left hand-right
foot and then right
hand-left foot flip-
flops between those
of trapeziums and
parallelograms while
maintaining
THREE-POINT
CONTACT in a zig-
zag way.

represents the
CG Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4



So climbing up a
slant ladder is
analogous to
climbing up a
hill, and the
easiest way to
climb a hill is to
do it in a zigzag
way



And this is so
taught in hill and
mountain climbing

H
A

B

a
b

sin a = H/A; sin b = H/B.
Since B>A, hence sin a > sin b =>
∠a > ∠b  => going straight up is steepeer



Now consider the
application of Lateral
Climbing Gait to
Ladder Climbing with
three point contact:-
The same happens to
this person ascending
with left hand-left foot
and then right hand-
right foot. The CG
flip-flops between
those of
parallelograms and
trapeziums while
maintaining THREE-
POINT CONTACT
also in a zig-zag way.
So my answer to Q8 is
Either, if THREE-
POINT CONTACT is
to be maintained. Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4



This can be more easily realized when climbing down:-
 Holding top rung with both hands and with both feet on a

lower rung.
When right foot down during descent, for better balance,

right hand will automatically lower.



In reverse, when climbing up:-
Right hand up holding a higher rung during ascent,

raising the right foot is more natural.



Nonetheless, there are literature in the market that emphasizes on
the Left-Right Rule in climbing ladder, but this is more useful for
rock climbing than ladder climbing.



The difference
from the above is
that opposing
hand and foot are
moved AT THE
SAME TIME.



Guild Certified
Feldenkrais
Practitioner Sandra
Bradshaw also
compared ladder
climbing to rock
climbing, and the
climb is moving
opposite limbs (left
hand-right foot and
right-hand left-foot)
at the same time
(without THREE-
POINT CONTACT)



Analyzing this,
consider application
of Diagonal Climbing
Gait without TRHEE
POINT CONTACT:-
If climbing using the
Left-Right Rule, i.e.
Left Hand-Right
Foot and Right-Hand
Left-Foot but
opposite limbs
moving at the same
time, the CG flip-
flops between those
of trapeziums and
rectangles. The CG
is still swaying from
side to side in a zig-
zag way.

represents the CG Step 1 Step 1.5 Step 2 Step 2.5



What does it mean by keeping the
body centred within the ladder’s
side rails as required by the belt-
buckle rule?



Ontario MOL considers “within centre of ladder” as “within outer edge of side rails”



This is in line with OSHA,
NIOSH/CDC who interpret the
belt-buckle rule to mean the belt
buckle be kept between the rails
of the ladder (without
mentioning the word
“centered”)



Having 3-point contact but not satisfying the belt-buckle rule is NOT
acceptable. Hence 3-point contact in itself is not self-sufficient.



But how about this: having 3 point contact and also satisfying the belt-
buckle rule by having the belt buckle kept within rails? Is this sufficient for
safe climbing / working on ladder?



This is from the web. It appears that something more than the above
definition of belt-buckle rule should be applied! The CG should be as close to
the middle of the ladder as possible. For ladder climbing, this is only possible
by moving the hand and foot of the same side together.



Consider application
of Lateral Climbing
Gait without Three
Point Contact:-
The only way to
always keep the CG
are the centre is to
climb in unison, i.e.
Left Hand-Left Foot
and Right-Hand
Right-Foot, viz. limbs
on the same side
moving at the same
time, the CG flip-
flops between those of
parallelograms and
rectangles and hence
is always along the
middle of the ladder.

represents the CG Step 1 Step 1.5 Step 2 Step 2.5



But climbing up a ladder is different, in particular a straight ladder.
How do firemen climb up a fire ladder?





RAISE HAND &
FEET IN UNISON
means hand & foot
on the same side
raised together



IN UNISON again



Feet and hands contact
appropriate rungs AT THE
SAME TIME (not possible
unless they are moved together)





Illinois Municipal
League Risk
Management
Association



Ladder safety expert J. Nigel Ellis also remarked that the THREE-POINT
LADDER SAFETY RULE has a problem as the natural instinct is to move a
hand and a foot in unison while ascending or descending.



There are two way to
maintain THREE-
POINT CONTACT
while minimizing CG
shift. One is to climb
1 step at a time using
1 limb, here using left
hand-right hand, then
left foot-right foot.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4



The other uses left hand-
left foot, then right hand-
right foot, still 1 step at a
time.

But such climbing is
VERY SLOW, so it is
NOT practical at all. The
CG still sways in a zig-zag
way, though not as large
an amplitude as climbing
more than 1 step.

Climbing more than 1
step would overstretch the
side of the body in motion
and is unnatural to
maintain a three-point
contact posture.

Conclusion: To keep CG
centred, can only keep
two-point contact!

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4



Conclusion:
In moving limbs on
the same side together,
the THREE-POINT
CONTACT cannot be
maintained as there
would only be 2 limbs
on the ladder during
ascent / descent. To
maintain three-point
contact, the fireman
has to hold the stiles.



Queensland Fire & Rescue Service:
Advocates maintain Two-Point Contact



Explains what is HAND AND FOOT UNISON MOVEMENT



This 1992 research identified 2 climbing styles and 2 rhythm



The research concluded that:-
A lateral (i.e. left hand left

foot, right hand right foot)
two-beat gait rhythm
enhances high stability
than a diagonal (left hand
right foot, right hand left
foot) gait, in particular at
90o (i.e. fixed ladder /
catladder)



 Though a Three Point Contact may not be maintained in ladder
climbing in this case, yet the climber must always face the
ladder when climbing.



For very high (long)
fixed ladder, such as the
one fitted onto a high
tension tower or a tower
crane, apart from
backhoops / bar cages,
it is recommended to
install a fall arrestor
system.



Or to change a straight
catladder to a series of
sections of slant ladders.



Similar problem exists for mobile scaffold used in sites or shopping arcades: an
external straight ladder



Or better, an internal one
for the lower platform, but
how about the upper deck?



As far as possible, try to fit slant internal ladder to a mobile scaffold, instead of
an external straight ladder, for access up the working platform.



Even better – with HANDRAILS!



4. A Practical Approach on Ladder Safety



Q9. What is the safe angle of 
erection of a straight ladder 
against a wall？

(a) 63.4o

(b) 70o

(c) 71.6o

(d) 75o

(e) 75.5o

Or what’s the approximate 
Ratio, and Why?



Some say 70o, 
71.9o or 75o.



Ans. to Q9
A straight ladder should be set at an angle of
75.5o, which is commonly abbreviated as
1:4.

But where does this 1:4 come from? And
does it fit the correct 75.5o? Is there any
difference between setting the ladder at
63.4o, 70o, 71.6o, 75o or 75.5o? Can you
judge with your naked eye the difference
between these angles?



Guess what this angle is:
(a) 63.4o

(b) 70o

(c) 71.6o

(d) 75o

(e) 75.5o



The angle is 71.6o, and the ratio is 1:3

tan‐14 = 75.96o, but it is usually
approximated to 75o instead of 75.5o,
or to 76o. Now, tan 75.5o = 3.87, so
counting 4 vertically is a WRONG
estimate by more than 3%



GB7059 on Safety 
Requirements for Portable 
Wooden Ladders sets it at 
75o, & the “4” of 1:4 is along 
the length of the ladder



Same for GB12142 on 
Safety Requirements for 
Portable Metal Ladders



One of the earliest references to 75.5o
dates to 1949 in ILO’s “Regulation 211:
Equipment and Tools” (Geneva,
Switzerland) in the Model Code of Safety
Regulations for Industrial Establishments
for The Governance of Governments &
Industry, approximated to ¼ of the length
of the ladder in later revisions (a cosine
relationship, not a tangent relationship!)





 In 1958, H.A. Hepburn
presented a series of papers
in the British Journal of
Industrial Safety, which
explored the mechanics of
ladder use, validating the
quarter‐length rule (i.e. 1:4),
the dynamics of ladder
loading, & the theory of
ladder footing (stabling the
base of the ladder when the
quarter‐length rule could
not be followed). He
emphasized that ladder use
can be accurately modelled
because ladders obey the
laws of physics.



This has since been
written into
American National
Standards Institution
A14:1990 which sets
75.5o as the
optimum set‐up
angle & suggests
using the quarter
length rule (i.e. 1:4)
to achieve it.

The angle has been
determined through
various tests



 The correct 1:4 ratio (i.e.
0.25) that comes closest to
75.5o should be cos 75.5o =
0.25038, i.e. the “4” should
be along the length of the
ladder, not the vertical of the
wall.

 So this is a cosine
relationship, not a tangent
relationship. Note the
wordings in the ANSI A14.1‐
1990 is the same as the one
in ILO’s Regulation 211



 And adopted into OSHA’s
Regulations (Standards –
29CFR1926.1053(a)(1)(ii)
meaning that
theoretically, a small
deviation of ½ of a
degree is still a violation
of the law



But the usual interpretation
of the Quarter‐length rule
(1:4) is a tangent relationship



local Authority (Labour
Department HK)
Guideline



local Authority (Labour
Department HK) CoP for
Metal Scaffolding Safety



local Authority (Labour
Department HK) CoP for Safety at
Work (Lift & Escalator)



 Overseas Authority (UK HSE &Worksafe Australia)



 Put into British (European Union) Standard



 Even OSHA sometimes get mixed up
with the tangent relationship



 Same for the U.S.
Office of Compliance



 If erected
above a
landing, one
way of
estimating
the length of
the ladder



A research shows
that estimates of a
75o angle can result
in a mean angle of
approximately 67o
which is close to 64o
(or 1:2). This degree
of error (erring from
a 1:4 ratio down to
almost 1:2 seems to
be quite unexpected.



 A little revision on
Trigonometry:‐

tan ‐1 4= 75.96o
tan ‐1 3= 71.57o
tan ‐1 2= 63.43o

 Note also the “kick‐out” loads
for 64o (1:2), 72o (1:3) and 76o
(1:4)

 72o is 1:3, so there is difference
between 65o, 70o, 72o &
75.5o/76o. Mis‐estimation of a
few degrees (3.5/4 degrees:
difference between 75.5/76 &
72) would mean an increase of
50% of the sliding force. 70o is
even worse than 1:3!



And a research
shows that
reducing the
inclined angle
from 75o to 65o
will result in an
average increase
of 73% in friction
requirement
between base of
ladder & floor.



Another
research showed
77%



Some fire authorities use these data for training
purposes



The ANSI standard
added the so‐called
anthropometric
method by standing
at the base of the
ladder with toes
against the rails &
arms extended
horizontally; the
proper angle would
be achieved when
the palms of the
hands touch the top
of the rung at
shoulder level.





Or put the hands and feet like this







Researchers have found this
method to be effective, but
often results in ladders set up
at angles less than 75.5o,
especially short extension
ladders

Since it is impracticable to
bring a protractor to work, a
more reliable method is to use
a 75.5o leveller



Some levelers are built‐in the side of the ladder.



Others can be
fitted onto the
side of the ladder.



Or built‐in on the side of the ladder.



It utilizes a standard bubble level to indicate the
correct set‐up angle



NIOSH’s CDC has developed a 75.5o apps











My Suggested
Practical Method:
Use a protractor or
measuring tape to
set the ladder at
safe angle first,
then using leveler
mark a horizontal
and a vertical line
on the stile (side
rail). Next time, use
the eyes to judge
whether the “L”
shape is plumbed.



Place a marker at the 3rd
step so that the worker 
won’t step on or 
above it.

Place another marker 
at the stile 1 metre 
below the top for 
easy estimate (or at 
the 3rd rung)



Q10. How about a stepladder？Any safe 
angle?

(a) 63.4o

(b) 70o

(c) 71.6o

(d) 75o

(e) 75.5o

And Why?



Safe Angle of
Erection of a
Stepladder
The same angle /
ratio also applies
to a stepladder for
max. stability. For
a stepladder, the
metal hinges on
both sides of the
ladder should be
so fixed that when
the hinges are fully
extended, the safe
ratio will be
maintained at both
sides.



EN131-1



The 1:4 ratio was
decided in 1949
(67 years ago).
More research
may be needed to
validate that a 1:4
angle offers better
stability than a 1:3
angle, as raised in
this 1977 research





Same suggestion for a 70o angle (1:3) than the steep 76 o angle (1:4) in this 1988 research



Traditional Approach: Theoretical
Practical Approach: Workable using DIY

marking of the L-shape. Not only
practical, but also new and real - a new
and real understanding of what 1:4 is,
how to erect a ladder to fit this ratio, and
why ladders slip so easily.



Why discuss this topic?



Already explained above:-
a) Some unexplained teachings outside that

need to be explained, e.g. why leave top 3
steps empty, whether it’s 3 or 5 steps

b) Some wrong teachings outside that need to
be clarified (though unintentional or
inadvertent): Holding stiles during ascent /
descent & Holding side of stile when footing
ladders (pictures in many safety literature),
Left-Right Rule when climbing

c) Some teachings outside that need to be
reconsidered e.g. 3-point contact in ladder
climb, the “4” in 1:4





















A NIOSH
research team
found that 43%
of fatal falls in
the U.S. have
involved a
ladder. Among
workers, about
20% of fall
injuries involved
ladders.



Some overseas
research on
ladder
accidents
showed that
more than 1/3
of the accidents
happened while
climbing up /
down a ladder
or getting on /
off a ladder.



 Hong Kong Government effort





 Macau Government effort



This 1992 research concluded that:-
 A ladder inclination of 60o

appears to represent favourable
biomechanical conditions



Ladder Safety is both a legal & a practical issue, and also an

academic subject, not something that is to be casually dealt with.









Also there are other factors to be considered in ladder accidents,
such as age, shoe type ...



And also gender as mentioned previously, so it’s a complicated
issue.



SUMMARY

Without revision, you may only remember
30% of what was just presented, down to
10% tomorrow, then much less thereafter.



Rule of Thumb

3 Main Points of Ladder Erection (放梯三部曲)

ONE - One to Four Ratio (一四比例)
TWO - Two-Feet & the Body (兩腳一身)
THREE - Three Feet Above Platform (三呎凸出)



Rule of Thumb

3 Main Points of Ladder Climbing (爬梯三部曲)

ONE - One Sided Lateral Gait (一邊同步)
TWO - Two Eyes on the Ladder (兩眼望梯)
THREE - Three Steps Above (三級在上)



Rule of Thumb

3 Main Points of Climbing & Working on Ladder (爬梯及用梯三
部曲)

ONE - One Person on Ladder (一人在梯)
TWO - Two Stiles Centering (兩柱之內)

[Belt-Buckle Rule]
THREE - Three Point Control (三點控制)
Holding the Stiles when Climbing (手握橫檔)
No Load when Climbing / Working (不可持物)
No Overreaching (不可攀越)
Footing the Ladder (腳撐梯底)



THE END，Thank You!


